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ABSTRACT- This paper reviews of optical fibre sensor and it focuses on sensor topology and modulation techniques. 
Fundamentals and working principles of optical fibre based sensing system are thoroughly explained. Particular interest is 
given on various technique and highlight its advantages and disadvantages. The objective of the review is to evaluate their 
respective suitability for use as a sensor in different environment or it can provide an alternative method of optical sensing in 
any particular sector. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Optical fibres were becoming widespread in their commercial use with the telephone transmission systems and other 
communication systems. They are also widely used in medical imaging and mechanical engineering inspection but 
purely as light illumination light guides. The use of optical fibres in sensing application has become more widespread 
since they were initially investigated in the late 70s and early 80s. There are many examples of these early 
developments and these have been thoroughly reviewed recently by Lyons [1]. 
There has been much progress in the advancement of standard optical fibres since 1970s, such as early production 
of (20 dBkm-1) optical fibre, first appearing in the development of Plastic Optical Fibre (POF), and the invention of 
easy-to-use fusion splicer for single mode fibre, which allows more accurate alignment and reduces splice loss. 
Although much of the progress was stimulated by the telecommunications industry, all of these achievements have an 
indirect impact on the progress of the optical fibre sensing system. Development of optical fibre sensors began 
intensely in 1977 although there were some isolated demonstrations before this date as reviewed by Lyons [1]. 
Optical fibre sensors have been and are used to measure strain, temperature, pressure, flow, vibration and many 
other physical quantities. Based on the trend of 15th Optical Fibre Sensor conference (OFS-15), Portland, Oregon, 
USA, 2002 shown in Figure 1, strain measurement was the most popular research being performed followed by 
temperature measurement [[2]]. In most measurements, fibres are modified so that the quantity to be measured 
modulates the intensity, phase, polarization, wavelength or transit time of light in the fibre. Sensors that modulate the 
intensity of light are the simplest, since only a simple source and a detector are required. Also optical detectors 
fundamentally only allow the measurement of intensity. The other techniques incorporate the measurement of light 
intensity in one form or another e.g. a modern spectrometer as the one used in this investigation comprises an array 
of intensity detectors into a CCD array. 
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Figure 1: Distribution of OFS-15 proceeding according to measurands [2]. 
Since numerous optical fibre sensors have been developed to measure different types of quantities, a few reviews 
have been carried out on optical fibre sensing systems as early in 1982 by Giallorenzy et al [[3]] and A.L. Harmer 
[[4]].  In 1996, A.D. Kersey [[5]] demonstrated in his review that optical fibre sensors had already been used over a 
very diverse range of areas. Due to the rapid progress in this field, a review that covers all types of optical fibre 
sensors in a few-page article is almost impossible. In his review paper, A.D. Kersey [5] concentrates on a limited 
type of optical fibre sensors such as interferometric sensors, intrinsic distributed sensors and Bragg grating based 
systems. There are also reviews on other types of optical sensing system such as Fibre Optic Gyroscopes (FOG) by 
Byoungho Lee [[2]] and multiplexed sensor by Grattan et al [[6]]. In this paper the review will only focus on sensor 
topology and modulation technique. 
II.  SENSOR TOPOLOGY 
There are several ways on how a sensor or a sensor system can be configured. Generally, it is based on the spatial 
distribution of the measurands and can be classified as the Single Point Sensor, Distributed Sensor and Quasi-
distributed Sensor 
2.1 Single Point Sensors 
Generally single point sensor measurements are carried out at a single point often located at the end of the 
fibre as shown in Figure 2. However, it is not necessary to measure only one point of the spatial distribution of the 
measurands. It is possible to install as many sensors as may be required to address multiple sensing points. 
  
Figure 2: Single point sensor. 
In practice, where there are a large number of points to be measured, it is not practical to use a multiple single 
point sensor. This is due to problems faced in complexity of installation of the sensing system and elevated cost. 
Besides having too many point sensors, many fibres are required to connect the sensor to the sources and detectors. 
However there is an effective solution to this problem using optical fibres. It can be solved by multiplexing all the 
sensing points onto a single optical fibre. Point sensors can be used in wide areas such as measuring temperature [7-
8], gas detection [[8]] and water quality assessment [[9]].  
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2.2 Distributed Sensors 
As discussed above, there are disadvantages of using point sensors. Thus using distributed sensors is a better 
option for certain measurements, for example, temperature measurement along underground power cable up to 30 km 
long by York sensor’s DTS 800 [[10]]. For an optical fibre distributed sensor, the parameter of interest is measured at 
any point or continuously along a single optical cable with a certain spatial resolution as shown in Figure 3. It can 
simultaneously measure up to 10,000 points on a single optical fibre [[12]] hence will significantly reduce the cost of 
fibre usage and installation. 
 
Figure 3: Basic diagram of distributed sensor. 
However, optical fibre distributed sensors also have some drawbacks. Generally, distributed optical fibre sensors 
can only be used for static or slow varying measurements such as static strain or temperature measurement [[13]]. 
According to Zhang [[13]], a dynamic measurement using the distributed sensor is difficult to achieve because of the 
large number of waveforms generated for the signal processing and averaging. Another disadvantage of a distributed 
sensor is that the scattering signal of the long optical fibre is weak, resulting in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
Hence a more powerful light-source and more complicated electronics and detection method have to be employed. 
This is particularly the case with non linear methods such as Raman and Brillouin Scattering [[14]]. 
The principle of optical fibre distributed sensors is used in various types of measurements. Besides temperature 
measurement [[15]], distributed sensors can be used to measure stress and strain on a large structure [[16]], vibration 
monitoring on a long bridge [[17]] and many other applications such as pressure, current and chemical concentration 
measurement [[18]]. The above are examples of continuous spatially resolved distributed methods. There are several 
examples in which distributed measurement occurs but no spatial resolution is present. In these cases the signal is 
integrated or averaged along the length of the sensor. An example of this type is reported by Fitzpatrick et al [[19]]. 
2.3 Quasi-Distributed Sensors 
Quasi-distributed sometimes known as multi-point or multiplexed sensors are another variation of distributed 
sensors system. In quasi distributed sensor configurations, the measurand is not monitored continuously along the 
fibre path, but at a finite number of locations as shown in Figure 4.  
 
Figure 4: Distributed sensors. 
Quasi distribution is accomplished by locating limited sized sensor elements at discrete locations along the fibre. 
For quasi-distributed sensors, fibre Bragg gratings are often used as the sensing element due to its long distance 
sensing capability [[20]] and its ability to measure a number of different physical characteristics simultaneously 
[[21]]. Quasi-distributed sensors are used in various applications and can perform single-measurand monitoring 
applications such as measuring pH [[22]]. It is also possible to operate multi-measurand monitoring by sensitizing 
each sensor element to specific measurand field of interest [[23]].  
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III.    SENSOR MODULATION TECHNIQUES 
In optical fibre sensor system, optical signal or light is modulated when it is propagated in the measurand field 
before it is sensed by the detector. There are a few techniques used to modulate the optical signal based on 
measurement purpose and equipment used for detection system. Usually, light modulation techniques are classified 
in a few segments such as intensity modulation, wavelength modulation or time modulation. There are other methods 
used for light modulation such as frequency modulation and phase modulation. These are just other variations of the 
modulation techniques and the basic operating principle is the same. For example, frequency modulation is a form of 
wavelength modulation since they are inversely proportional [[24]]. There are other modulation techniques available 
such as polarisation modulation [[25]] and refractive index modulation [[26]] but they are weakly connected to the 
work of this investigation and therefore are not further mentioned here. 
 
3. 1 Intensity Modulation 
An optical sensor with intensity modulation technique is a sensor that uses the light intensity to assess the 
measurand changes. In the early period of optical fibre sensor development, intensity modulation was the most 
widely used method for various measurements. This is because the intensity modulation offers the simplest, cheap to 
construct and most reliable technique [[27]]. However recently, this kind of sensor is seldom used except for simple 
on/off applications, as intensity modulation method suffers from poor reference signal resulting in measurement 
inaccuracies [[28]]. 
 
Figure 5: (a) Fibre displacement sensor (b) Reflective sensor 
(c) Micro-bend sensor (d) Shutter modulated sensor [[27]]. 
 
Loss of intensity due to usage of fibres and connectors is another problem that makes the sensor susceptible to drift. 
Hence an intensity modulation technique is not suitable for use with less sensitive measurands and for dynamic 
measurements. Generally, an intensity modulated optical fibre sensor varies the light intensity output with respect to 
the measurands. There are a number of ways where intensity modulation can be achieved. Techniques include 
displacement between two fibres, shutter type, reflective and micro-bending. The operating principle of intensity 
modulation sensors are shown in Figure . 
3.2 Wavelength Modulation 
Wavelength modulation method is an alternative technique used for optical fibre sensing systems. There are 
currently many wavelength modulation approaches used for different types of sensors. Generally, they comprise a 
broadband multi-wavelength or tuneable optical source and a sensor element, which acts as an encoder that depends 
on its perturbation by external parameters. This sensor relies on measured information in terms of specific 
wavelength of light from the sensor element. The wavelength modulation sensor is well explained in [[29]]-[29] and 
its basic configuration is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Wavelength modulation sensor. 
The wavelength modulated signal can also be realised in Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors. Each grating can 
have a particular Bragg wavelength and thus the received wavelength is encoded depending on measurands or 
external perturbations.  Various techniques are used to analyse and decode the signals such as using an electronic 
filter [[31]], Fourier transform spectrometer [[32]] or Fabry Perot interferometer [[33]]. The FBG provides a good 
solution whereby all the sensing elements are combined onto a single fibre, resulting in the sensor being more cost 
effective. This is an example of a true multi point sensor.  
3.3 Time Modulation 
Time modulation sensors exploit the ability of the sensor system to separate each sensing element using a length of 
the optical fibre, which produces an optical delay in the system. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 7. A 
pulsed source can be used in order to provide the delay for each sensing part of the system. Each pulse is then in turn 
reassembled at the receiving end based on synchronised timing. When exposed to measurands, path imbalance occurs 
in the system and the time difference is captured at the receiving end. The signal at the receiving end can be analysed 
by an interferometer such as Mach Zehnder or Michelson as reported in the textbookError! Reference source not 
found. [33]. However in such systems, interferometric noise can happen which can degrade the sensor’s performance 
[[35]]. Interferometric noise is a fluctuation or vibration in the output signal due to an optical interference when the 
pulses in different channels overlap or when multiple reflections occur between fibre interfaces (connectors, fibre 
ends etc.) [[36]]. 
 
Figure7: Basic time division multiplexed interferometric sensor [34]. 
IV.     SUMMARY 
In this paper an introduction of optical fibres is presented by discussing their usages and progress in 
telecommunication industries and how it has an indirect impact on the progress of the optical fibre sensing system. 
Although there are many papers that review on the optical fibre sensor based on different clusters and configurations, 
this paper only focus on a various types of sensor topology. It also cover a few types of sensor modulation techniques 
which are intensity modulation, wavelength modulation and time modulation and their working principles were 
explained in details. The objective of the review is to evaluate their respective suitability for use as a sensor in 
different environment or it can be used as an alternative method of optical sensing in any intended sector. 
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